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1. sPreface
"

The dialogue.concerning program vs process in community education

first began in the early 1970's. Many voices were raised in that dialogue,*

but two may be singled out as providing a fopl point for the issue. 'Jack

Minzey teamed with.Clyde LeTarte to write the prominent text, Community

Education: From Program to Process (Minzey and LeT arte, 1974) and traveled
, 3

widely speaking of community education as a proce ss:,..,
John War'den in,i979 liliahlt liodess PersPecti6's: Communi.tY,Edudation

.'.
.

41.... :...)
.,

As Prodells'cW4xdanc,17,9).:ikaiden's mbnOgraph shed a great.deal_of light on,
,1

p.,; 'a process' enO of community educatioll: : .- s

-.,
oc ' , o . ' ., ' t -.., , z V , . . . )

. Otkerdwriters in the field community als4 placed extensive,
. , . , .

.,
. ,

.
.

emphgsis on "process." The problem that arose out of this dialogue of the
,.

,

70's was two -fold. The fiist being that the-term "prddess" generally

*

^A.

° ,
referred tole demodiatic process, but was seldowspecified in any more than

general terms. The secondy and peihaps-tost important, p'ioblemowas that the

"Process" referred to by experts was not a strong visable component as dom-
-

. -

muftity education was developing in, the field.

,s
Weaver,in his 1972 National Study of Community Education Goals (Weave',

4
.-

.1972) identified an "emerging model of community education.!' He.contrasted

the'sconventional model (school-based,'/closed system, program-oriented) with .

:the "emerging mbd f(community-oriented; open-system; process-based).

Weaver's theoretical model was based upon, goals community educators reported

4
as,primal-37 fot community education-- That was a big difference from what could

,
. .

,- generally be observed in practice.
'- . !re !
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- Minzey, writing in the..ComMunity.Education Journal, proposed that com-

munixy education tends to develop on a cputinuum, moving from prograwmatic

gomponents to process,componeni'S.- About this progressive development he`
i., '\

,-
.

iti./rittp. . .
1 . .

.

. ._
.

.

11

. .
.school decision makers are" more receptive to

the first our (prOgran components of',ComMunity Edu-

cation. In'faet,>in orddr lo get beyond thelourth '

component (to'processcomponents), there is an extra

effort and commitment= necessary to movefon to the

-total'concept of Commupity Education. After-Community.
Edudation,has been introduced into aichoolidistrict,bean

_there seems to be alMost immediateand automatic
_

o .

developmentol Community Education up to a point.and.:,,6'. ,.,

then the growth slows down and%in-gOme cases terminates:",

(Minzey,-1974)* '' .' .

. %

ff

This theory of hoW community education develops.ioyed the researchers to,.

visit three sites where cdinmunity education projecls.had been .established'

2
with the purpose Of examining what process existed in those communities.

The sites selected for visitation were chosen-on the basis of three criteria.

The first being that they-had to representfprojects designated as successful

by community education experts in the area. The second criteria was

longevity. One project was selected from each of the threjvfollowing

categories: a

Project Initiated Between.January; 1979 and Jaunary, 1976
010

Project Initiated Between January, 1976 and Jaunary, 1974,

Project Initiated Before January, 1974.

The final criteria was that all sites had to be located in rural areas ISith

no Standard Metropolitan Area (SMA) of 50,000 or more. This was done to

control for Aldfferences.which might be produced by the size of the com--

munities served by the project.

.

,

-
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.
Longevityof.the project was used in 'selecting the sites in an effort

.

'to determine if there,waS any detectable pattern of developlikene moving

from program to process.

e
We are deeply indebted to the dedicated community educators who

prbvided outstanding support in the collection of data for this study.,0We

are also app'reciative of the support given this study by the Charles Stewart

Mott Epundation and the assistance provided by the Mid-Atlantic Center

for Community Education at the University of Virgi nia:

,4

eo,

.
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- I. Process, Priorities, And Practice: Theoretical Problems in Community

Education

It should be noted at the outset of this report that the research

repoAed herein is the'result of 'a collaborative effort between a sociolo-

gist and a community educator. The results of this
of

collaboration have been,

* the researchers believe, fruitful. While the effort originally began as an

empirical assessment of several'community education projects, it has extended,

over the period of a year to a critical review.of the theory of community

:education. It is important,-before reporting the results of our joint

research, to briefly summarize some of the conceptual problems encountered

along theway.

It can be frustrating to imposesociological theory,on a particular.

segment of a society. Mostfrequently, various agencies and groups view,
* * ,

theMielves as. .a unique area of society. The imposition of the notion that

.

all groups -follow someome general rules Of social Organization takes away
.
the

"uniqueness ot the group or agency. Such is the case with community edu-

-

cation. For almost a decade, community educators have argued,for the.develop-"

ment of a unique project in community process and dedision making: From a

sociological point ofiew, the ideas of Minkey (1974) and Minzey and LeTarte

(1978)0mong Others present several conceptual gaps4hat need refinement.

begin our report then by reviewing these conceptual pApblems. After
4, 1,4

reporting these findings, we shall return to these issues and attempt to

v.rovide..a reconceptualization of the "procese- of community education."

0, . As conceived by Miniey and LeTarte, community' education is a system
., ... ,

*

of linking the'resources of.the educational system to' community process.
$

ThiS linkage accompliShes two major gbals: (1) It locates the educational

.

system at the center of comMunity affairs, and (2) it provides a new forum

for citizens of the community to participate in the recognition of and

4

6
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solutions to various problems that confront, the community., As a result, IA.

'community education (accordIng to Minzey and LeTarte) transcends the

'

.

. ,
.

ofering.of specific programs and prodUcts to provide a process through which
, .

the determination, creation and execution of various programs that address

,the problems facing the community.f The community education system goes

beyond the mere-processing of people to a unique blend of intellectual,
o

emotional and social activity where the dynamics of local life are provided

an ongoing arena.

The /problem is that such a model is unrealistic.. There are three major

problems / that can be identified'with the concept of the process of community

seducation:

(1) The generic ondefr, "process is used by community educators'in a

fairly specific manner. MoSt''iwrit'ers in community education refer to a

form of democratic participatory process. re are 'other', equally viable,

forms of human discourse that c ld be lab 1,1'd process. For example,

bureaucratic processes, are-- in industrial society -- among the most

frequently use4, methods of human interaction. As we shall see,,the

attempt to capitalize on a very special form of proceSs limits tops

severely the Concept of community education. As we'shall ape, com-

munity education systems.have evolved a dynamic, productive organization,

albeit not the democratic process.

(2) Because the community educators are concerned With making the,edu-

,

cational system available to the, larger community, it would bavebeen

better,perhaps if rather than focusing on the nature of the pro-
4

cesses involVed that they should have focused on the nature of

F

v
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the system itself. Contempdrary organizational.eheory hag explored the
. .

,
-.

I '

concept's of open vs. closed systems.. Traditional
...

education (K-12)
.

.

-.

'',
operates at the'ldcal level as a closed system (Wood, 19795. Community

1
education programs researChed for this-report, in fact, achieved the-

.
a

4

creation of an open educational system, even though it turns out to be

e
as bureaucratic as the more cYpsed K-12 program. By establishing democratic

process as a criterion for success, community educators run the risk of
,

, losing an excellent project simply because of the labels applied to the

programs. If the criterion of democratic process is used (however much

it is desired), the community education systems studied are failures.

If the criterion of sutceSs is an open viable system of programs for the com-

munity, then they are an unqualified success. Given the literature in

community education, we believe it is the latter that leads to a reason-

able level of expectation for community education)programs 'even though the

searcH for democratic process is laudable and desirable.

O

(3) Community education generally gains its resources from a well.

developed lwreaucracy -- the local school system. Given the demands made

on the school system from federal,,state and local governments, it is unreason-
.

able,to expect that the 'school system will underwrite a program of

_participatory democracy. To do so would beito,jeq rdize the other,

more bureaucratically organized components of the sch901,system. The

problems are:both internal and external. Would a locar:city councilman

object to fundifig a school program that offered special courses on evolution,

Marxism, sex education or community power? The chances' are high. Are

superintendents made uncomfortable when controversial issues become

s.
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an integral part of the agenda of the community school advisory council?

No answer is requireekto this question. point of fact, to integrate

the "process" of.corTnity education to he program of the local school

system and its bureaucratic structure presents a problem to social engineering

comparable to the creation by automobile engineers of an internal com

bustion engine that will drive 'a car 3000 miles .on a gallon of gas.

Let us first say that 'the possibilities are exciting. The programs that

we studied are dynamic open systems meeting many needs of their communities.

The facts are supportive of tie idea of community education, but in-very
4

different forms from the idealized models currently in vogue. What follows

is a report on .the research conducted -on three community education programs

and a .tentative beginning to the rethinking of community education theory.

We begin by exploring the concepts. of process and system.

Process and Open Systems

Community education literature employs the term process to describe

the form community education should take. Although process is seldom

precisely defined,

protess is implie

d the use of it is vague at be t a participatory. democratic

mocratic process, characterizd by a decentralization

of authority and'co unity/indivIdual.participation is only one of the

many types of "processes" that can be employed.

..1-)

10
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Sociologists have identifiedmany forms of organizational prdcess% For

parsimony only two basic types will be,described here. BureaucratiC process,

probably the most pervasivform of process in industrial society and demo-
.

cratic process, commonly referred to as the human relations model are the
.0

two dominant typ s of organizational (process) research.

Before determining whether a communityu education project is in a "process"

or "program" (product) stage, it is helpfulto identify whethdr the.project

is in an open br closed system. A closed project would appear'S' an independent

agency,. as a system of structures and functions, the project would appear

a structure in action over time, as a'protessing system, 'and as a structure

\f sub-groul3s. Distinguishable recreationk-adult education, regular education,

and community education departments would'be coordinated by a central depart-

ment. On the other hand an open project would appear as a cultural.
4

product,

...

at an agent of exchange with its environments'and as an input- output

subsystem (adapted from Champion, 1975: 29). Adviso,ry'councils identify

community needs. and the project delivers them. The determination of

whether a system'is open or closed is a reflection -of the manner in which

the dystem interacts with,its environment, and the internal structural.

ortana.zation of the system that allows for adaptation to environmental

%

change. Both participatory democracies'and bureaucratic' organizations

can be either open or closed.

There can be projects, that lack any process, unless process is defined

as
.
a centralized role/position doing everything. Figure 1 represents a

sociogram of a hypothetical community education project. The large Circle

represents the highly centralized and powerful position of that role/

position. The satellite roles arevery small.and insignificant in power.

4

' 10,
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Chart 1. Autocratically Conviolled Coornunity

Education 'Project..
Theoretical:Model 9.

`i
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For the most part they would represent students and teachers. The lines Of

communication arg,,not reciprocal. .Thus, the director makes a ll decisions..

without regard of community/individual input even through subordinates,'

dictatesiphem-to the community education project-without any form of
1

evaluation other than his/her personal judgment. This authoritative

organization is antithetical to a 'democratic process and to an open system.

Equally .impOrtant, it is not an open system.

' Bureaucratic process, represented in Figure 2, if it'is'to work

ideally, requires six conditions: (1) impersonal social relations;

4

(2), appointment and promotion on basis of merit; (3) previously specified

authorityobligatdons which inherit in the position, not in the individual

4

functioning in the.positions.; (4) a hierarchy of authority; (5) abstract

rules or laws covering-task assignments a decisions; (6) specialization of

position (Champion, 1975: 3.9). -Under bureaucratic process, efficiency

is the ultimate criteria for.decisions (Blau and Meyer, 1971: 156). There'
.

0

.is little dispute that bareaucratic process 11 .t.thiligs done.
.

Bureaucratic process presents a hierarchy)with-a centralized rote .0

\a_ position.. Although the ceptral role/position ultimately makes all decisioni,

there is "input (reciprocal,lines of communication) with the role /position

just beneath. For example, 'a community.education director gasses a.decision

down to the principal, who in turn passes the decision to =unity
t

. ,

educatdon coordinator, who directs instructors,. and so on The community.

education coordinator relates instructors reactions and evaluations to the

principal who relates them to the community education director.,.. There Is a
I

defined channel of communication that must be followed. The director is

often inaccessible to subordinates other than those just beneath her/him.

This does not mean, however, that information is not made available all up

and down the line of authority.

12

.



Chart 2. Bureaucratic Community Education
Project: Theoretical Model

0 0.
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Dedocratic prpcess, represented in Figure 1; hos three basic char-.

acteristics. Mutual interest requires participation to be voluntary, and ,

that although no two people have identical goals, their common ground or

interest is in the organization, in this case the community education

project. Next, individual differences must be allowed and in certain dates

,catered to. Last, and most difficult, is motivation. Individuals must be

encouraged to work together. Production is a secondAry consideration

(classes and number of students) the process of meeting individual and col-
,

lective needs are primary.

Organizationally, democratic process is decentralized, with a vast

amount of input from the community/individual4 Lines of communication are

so'that no position or person is not provided with at'least an indirect line

of communication with anyone else. Advisory 'council members would know as
1

much about the project as its director and be in communication with the

same people as the director. No position or person would be denied infor-

\,

mation because no organizational structure would prevent it from occuring.

In thisvair person can have a voice in the community education project and

the project can become a mechanism for airing and correcting community

problems.'
lir

By constructing sociograms and compaiing them with the ideal type socio-

grams (Figures r, 2, and 3), it is relatively easy to determin6 whether a

project is in a prpgram (product) stage or a process stage. Next is

whether or not a bureaucratic process or a democratid process is desired.

The decision for this can not be determined empirically, only politically.

14
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Chart 3. Democratic 'Process Community .

_Education Project: Theoretical Model,

...

0

a
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There are arawbacki to both forms of process. In bureaucratic process

all bffiolals are appointed based on merit, rather than elected. -Goals

o the are often supplanted'for others. For example, depart-

.
mental activi (recreatNpn department) in time may be directed to per-

petuating the department rather than working for the wtible Bureaucratic

process, though high in.productive efficiency, can generate low innovative

capacity. Also,' bureaucratic processes, though not antithetical is certainly

antagonistic to democratic process because "neither the will of the majority

not the personal- choice of a rule or a ruling 'Clique reigns supreme, but/

the rational judgment of experts does" (Blau and Meyer, 1971: 156). Rather

than the community Cunning the education project, the experts dictate what

the education project, thus indirectly the community will do.

TheOluman relations model or dembcratic process only seems to work in

thOse kindS\of projects requiring a high-degree of social skills and com-

munication abilities. It would seem conducive to the community education

.prbject. However, for a democratic' process to work there must be freedom ,
0,

A.

of dissent which leads to'factionaIisri. .14cause of this a majority may

consisyof only 20% of the people and thus the needs of th? entire cm-
_

munity may be fully met (Blau and Meyer, 1971: 157). The result of this

would,be a standoff due to an ideological difference. Under bureaucratic

',

process; this would not occur.
, .

,

. .

.

,

A final comment on relative use of bureaucratic process over demo-
P 4

kt4; -

cratic process is that democratic processes are particulary tenuous in
.--__ .

. . _. .

.. .

projects which demand the double purpose-of decidini on common objectives

.
.

and
.

of,implementing decisions (Blau and Meyer, 1971: 157). Mixing the two
441.1t,

processes, which seems to be what lias in effect occurred (witness sdio-
..

/ r
,

- .- Y

grams). results in a'contradiction.:,Advisory positions'or councils can not

16
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force others L)'geek-advice or to take it (Davis, 1967: 175). The expert

(community education director) does not.have to take the advisory counci]'s

advice. In many respects the expert may not even consult the advisory

council.
A

,The decision whether to use bureaucratic process or democratic process

is again a politi6al.one. However, a caution is that in those already existing

A

hureal4cratic.kocess projects, there will be resistance to a move to demo-
-

cratic process because bureaucracies hesitate to give up authority to others

4

(Davis, 1967: 188). 4
However, the more open the bureaucracy becomes the more )le functions

of both bureaucratic and democratic processes can be realized. A responsive

bureaucracy -- one willing to listen to the broadest part.of-a population or

to deal With a general environment -- can efficiently offer programs and at
___,./ .

the same time permit input from a general populace. A bureaucracy intended

to serve a wide dvariety of needs may be difficult to operate, but it can

indeed perform. In fact, we shall show that as community education projects

develop they create not participatory demoOratic process, but,,in fac

they generate an open bureaucratic system that Ictualy_works!

7



II. The Study

r
rt

There are three major goals to the present study: (1) There is the

need to observe, as objectively as possible, the operation of several cow-
.

munity education projects. The procedure employed to meet this goal

was the establishment of a cross-disciplinary team involving a sociologist

and a.community education specialist. In the development of the methodo-

logy employed in data collection and analysis, the sociologist was con-

,

cerned with developing a critical stance toward community education. The

community educator was concerned that the sociologist be aware of all

aspects of community education programs.

(2) Another major goal of the study was an attempt to observe

degree to which the projects studied had achieved a level 4f "community

process." At the outset of data collection, the team decided to use the

orientation to Minzey and LeTarte as the basic hypothesis underlying the

various projects. That is, the team expected to find the development of a

process orientation in the projects. For this reason, it was decided to

study three'community education projects of different ages. The three

projects selected were all located in rural county school systems. The

youngest project had been in existence for 2 years, the middle one for

6 years and the oldest for eleven years. It was hypdthesized by the

researchers that, as older systems were researched, the "process orientation"

would become more easily observable.

(30 The'final goal of .91e research was to develop a method of rapid,

reconnaisanceAechniques for the study of community education programs using

the work of Sanders (1961), Nix (1966) and Nix and Dudley (1966, 1967),

the Community social analysis method was adopted as a basic research tool.

- 17 -
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Community social analysis involved the discovery of "key informants."

. 6_

These, people are interviewed and in'addition to responding to questions

concerning the operation of the community education project, are asked to

identify others who are involved or knowledgeable about specialized parts

of the project. The list of informants grows as the interviewing proceeds.

the responses ,become repetitive, the interviewing ceases. This form

of data collection was employed in the present sudy.

Thus our goals were to get an objective view of three community edu-

cation projects and to develop a method of research that would allow an
v

accurate assesslilent.of the operation of various projects. With these

goal's in mind, the actual development ofsihe research program began.

Following is a more detailed discussion of each aspect of the_datalwllection

process.

1. Site Selection

Our purpose was not to evaluate the community education project in terms

of its success' or failure, but rather to observe how:such a project might

work. ''To thiS Sfid, it was decided that an attempt would be made to select

for study three community education projects of different ages that had the

.reputation for being excellent programs. The community educator, taking into

'account such,quest4ons as size of program, accessability, and program success

selected three projects. Project A was the newest (2 years old) and the

smallest project. It is located inoiral West Virginia. Project B is the

largest and has been in existence for six years. it is located'in South

Carolina. .Project the oldest (11 years) and is about the same size

as Project B. It is locatedin,North Carolina. Of the three projects, only

C has changed projeCt directors. All three projects have strong support

from the local school dist cts and are currently serving significant

9
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proportions of the population of their areas. 'At a later point, a more

etailed description of each project will be given.

. d
2. ,. I

S,

nstrumentation and Sample p
._.

The data collectionvas done by interviewing first knowledgeable

respondents and then interviewing people named by. the knowledgeable people.

Thus, there is no.sampling, as such, but rather "key informants." 'Because

of, the different sizes and structures of the different projects, different

number of interviews were obtained. Project A, a small project in a small

county school 'system required only 23 interviews before the list of know-

ledgeable informants were exhausted. Project B, having the largest school

district, the largest population to serve mid the largest land mass, and

the most complicated structure, required 62 interviews. Project C, while

large in terms of students enrolled, served a smaller population and has the

least complicated structure (age has its bedefits). It required only 29

interviews.

The.rnterview schedule can be found in Appendix A. Basically, it con-

cerns the following areas:

1. Subject's relationship to community education.

2. Subject's relationship to others in the community education

project.

3. The names of those involved in community education.

4. The operational effectiveness of the prOject.
S

3

5. The organizationf linkages of the project to other community
agencies.

6. that words and what needs improvement ,din the Community education
0

program.

The'same interview schedule was used for all respondents.'

20
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Both the community educator and the sociologist participated in the

data collection. In some cases, several people weqe interviewed at once.

tt,

1 When this occurrea,the respondents were'asked td complete the schedule

.

as a questionnaire in order to avoid one respondents answers affecting the

...
questions,others. In these situafions,Ole researchers were present to answer questions

.

and to probe on certain answers. Mdst respondents were, however,

viewed privately and no differences n the answers of those 'interviewed

as compared to.those who completed the schedule themselves.

Basically, then, data was collected from a number of informants.in three

community education projects. The dta consisted of interviews concerning

six major aspects of community education.- Once the data was in

'.hand a graduate student was added to the project staff to assist in the

analysis. The following Section'reports the major findings of the project.
**4.
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III. The Findings
.

It;
t ".

o

Reports of the findings for eaelflzebMmtiqityeducation projggt are to be

found in Appendix B. The concern of' seqion will bt'the anaiye,is of
.

C ' o

data from the three pjects Combined andf±sObeabes contrasted. 'What
,

was not found cah be clTly stated:

!'
In none of the projects studied as pAlpg.,,oris eseacch
could evidence be found that suggesis:f0i4t/,commuhity.

education has moved from "program td'pY&C "'in. the

local community. In no project studied Co' clegidente
be round to support the concept of empZwe erftllx0

democratic process. :(Ptocess is used'fill,ttv
general sense of participatory democrat
opposed to bureaucratic.)

,

What was found Can be equally stated:

As the age of the project increased, tiie community
education system moved from the singlelcontrol-
of one director, to an indipient hureaugracy to --.

. --a well developed buteaupratic organization with open
relations to the larger community.

6

.

The evidence for such results comes from thesemajanques*tions on the

low

interview schedule., Question number 6 (see Appendix A) asks the respondent

to list the people that the respondent works with most freqUently in the com-

munity education program. Charts 5, 6 and 7 show the 'reciprocal ielatiod:t

P . -

from thAhree community education projects% d'art 5.is for the community'

education projgtt that has been underway for on4two year's. Every singe

respondent named the's-community education director (32). Only sil other

people received more than two mentions. There are onlythree.reciprocal

relations (where the respondents named each other) between the people named

.

and the director and only One reciprocal relation between the people named.

s
Lest one become confused this is a surprisingly

or
well developed program for

its age. It involved four school buildings and offers a wide range of

21
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Chart 5. Observed Structure of Youngest
Community Education Project
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Chart 6. Observed Structure of Second
Community Educationifrojett
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1, Chart 7. Observed Structure ,'of Oldest

Community Education-PrVtt F.
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activities for all ages. The student and teacher respondents were enthusiastic

and. generally excitedabo4qthe future of community education. The principal

and superintendent de.Vilooli-are equally positive about the project. The

slmple fact,is, this is what a beginning program. looks like after two years.

Chart 6 shows the structure and reciprocal relations for thegecond

project (Project B). It six years old. This project covers-the

largest land area and has the-largest popu]Jtion to serve. For this reason

we conducted alMost twice as many interviews in this.sys tem as the other two.
P ,!

GiVen that there were 62 interviews, it is interesting to note that ilo person

is named over 60% og the time. Also notte that most reciprocal relations occur

among, the director of the cdinmunity education prOject (A),Arthree coordinators (B)

and the assistant direct() (C). ,The centrality of the. coordinator is also

indicated by he;fact thSt they are named 15 times as a unit (F). It is

this - central group. that fo,vm the bureaucratic core of this project.

Reciprocal relations -- indicative of,a democratic structure -- pccur only
O

8 times outside this centrargroup.

Chart:7 shows the structure and reciprocal

oldest, mot developed system. As can be seen,

-axiit: clear in iAtion of ,a bureaucratic form

-ware betVe n the director of community education

,

relationships o.f the

duly two reciprocal relations,

4:
These recriprocal relations

and the president of a com-

munity co lege and between a coordinItoi and a member of the school sstem
-

dmlnist ative staff% The community education program in this local areaa

has bec

bu

MU

e an integrated part of community structure, but it is within a

reauc atic organization. .

nity educati4 coodinator

These

.

tha

Each school involved in the program has'a com-
.

that is in charge of the progra4s.for that school.

oordinators are responsible for the development cif the program for

chbol. At the level of the directo'r of community education# linkages '

. --,. .

Y

e
dr-

community college and other agenciessare'developedto t

26
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We have noted that the charts show only a few reciprocal relationships'

Alsord about why this indicates a bureaucratic organization is important.

In the participatory democratic' model of community edu ion, one would

expect to find a number of people naming each tithe as co-workers. a

bureaucratic organization, respondents tend to name people "in line"; that

is to say, people who work for them or who are above them in an organization

`\

hierarchy. Careful examination of Charts 5, 6, and 7 reveal that the only

a-

significant 'reciprocal relations occur 'between members of the administrative

staff of the community education progranirtherwise, peop.l, when asked to

name the people that they work with are not likely to be named by the

peop).e they name. This is clear evidence of a bureaucratic structure rather

than a democratic process. A

This is not to say, however, that these community education programs

are all structure. In fact, as the community education pystem develops,

tiw6pening upf of relatns between the community education effort a other

agencies in the local cotmnu y occurs. The best examples of this )Open

bureaucratic process is th= relationship between a community college and

the community education rogram in the oldest of the projects studied. `0

Acoording to both the president of the college and the director of,com-
go,

munity education, heieiaan open4Olow of expertise and material between

htx4D units. As an administrator for the college commented: "Hell; if they
-'s

(community education)-need welding equipment' and we-have it, they have it

fitttoo."`'\

'27
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Our general observations then reveal two things: (1) democratic process,

a distribution of power to a broader segment of the popufation does not occur,

and, (2) an open system of relationships between the community education

project and other agencies in, the community d develop over time.

Even though the system becomes a centralized bureaucratic syStem, with the

professional community educators "running the show," the integration of

community education programs into the lifeofthe local community occurs

through the opening up of the school system and the improvement of relations

with other community agencies.

A note on the advisory councils is important here. While the method

of our research did not allow for a detailed examination of the operation.
4

of the advisory councils, we did determine that, in the operation of the com-

unity education project, the roles played by the various councils
(were

at best, and in some cases in all three systems nonexistant. This

r flected by the few times the councils are named and the few times that

(
members of the councils are names as important to community education

('question 15, see Appendix A)'. Further, members of the council are only

N' iArequently named in question 6' ( "Who do you work with in the projecti").

Finally; in interviews with both directors and council members, it was

,..'frequently noted that the councils were not active and that "work in

developing the role of the advisory councils is needed." One council
,

president noted-thit the council had not met in over a year, and one council

had never met. Clearly, then, the development of the advisory council-has

not been a priority in the community education projects included in this

study.

28 ,
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A further note on our findings concerning bureaucratic process; .

participatory, democratic model is very people oriented, as Minzey and

LeTarte (1979) have noted. Because such a program is reflected by-a

large number of reciprocal relations (see Chart 3), the retirement of one

person from the system could'Ioe devastating. pne of the major advantages

of bureaucracy is that dependence of the system on any one person is

minimized. Only one of the projects studied would be jeopardized by the

loss of the director (see Chart 5). Both projects over the age of 5 years

old are so structured that the loss of any individual would generate only

the most minimal.dgficulty for community education.

.While our primary interest in this research project was the attempt

to observe th program or process orientation of these community education

sk

projects, the da collection produced,other Observations that are of

interest.. Some of these findings are presented in summary form below.

(1) People who participate in community education programs came froM

a wide variety of occupational backgrounds. Our study found people from

over 50 different ccupations among students and instructors. Some

W--/°occupations r resented are musician, photographer,.swine farmer, public

health educator, retired people, housewives, logging truck driver, welder,

politician, real%estate salesman., county administrator, etc. In addition,

ft

the involvement of a large number of other school personnel was found to.
46,

come from all levels
)
of the ,school organization.

(2) While community education is relatively inexpensive in terms,of dol-
ts

lars, it uses a1 considerable amount of time on the part of participants (teachers,

and students) as well as administrators and advisory councils. yot both

preparation and pa'' 'rticipation (questions 7 and 8, see AppeOix A) the

average time spent per week is 8.7 hours. That is to say that the participants

send slightlyitt than one work day per week in community education actiyities.
A40.
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(3) We asked a series of questions concerning the most popular Course,

the most useful course to individuals, and the most useful course to the

community.' While there was significant agreement on popularity and

indi 'dual usefulness (mostly arts cand craft, general education, and

exercise classes), the courses most useful to the community usually

identified such things as emergency medical training and adult education

programs in general.

(4) Almost all the respondents agreed that community education iku a

positive impact on the local school system. Thirty percent (30%) saw its

importance as the increased involvement of citizens in the schools. Other

positive aspects included good public relations for the school, Ilelping

people adapt to new life situations and helping influence children by their

observation of their parents attending school. Many (20%) saw it creating

a pOsitive image for the school system.

(5) Finally we asked, people to respond to What part_of the community

education program worked best and what needed improvement. Concerning what

'worked best,, most-people listed a particular class -- a program orientation.

Community educators saw the project in broader terms and talked of openness

and process ski310. Other school administrators to a more programmatic

point, of view citing the many classes and students in the projects.

Concerning what' needed improvemett, most respondents 'digs not answer

the question, indicating a general agreement with the management and per-
.

formance of the project. Whatligas interesting is that feW people mentioned

the need for moreinvolvement Of the advisory councils, including the members

of the councils.

4
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In summary, then, we find:

(I) 'active cgmmunity education projects,

(2) a generally bureaucratic organization,
41Ir

(3) that the bureaucracy becomes more open as it ages,

-(4) low involvement of the advisory council,

(5) wide community participation,

(6) considerable expenditure of time on the part of participants,

(7) courses that are both popular and useful to individuals
and the community, and

(8) that community education has a positive effect on the
local schools.

We/turn now to some comments concerning an interpretation of these results.

.4r

"NS
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Conclusion

Based upon the data collected in the three community education projects

included in this study the researchers conclude that there is no evidence

to support the notion that community education.develops in a progressive

manner from a stage emphasizing programming to one characterized by demo-.

cratic process. There was,

that as community education

however, foufiii, evidence to support the idea

projects mature they tend to develop an open
A f4

bureaucraticOprocess.-

In the open bureaucratic £rocess the researchers observed a system

which was developed to meeticommunity needs by providing programs and

services. These community education projects, which were all sponsored

by public schools, were visable signs of th$ movement of the traditionally .

closed bureaucratic system of the schools toward amore open system.

Examples of the moveme t toward a more open bureaucratic system were

seen in several ways includi g: the breadth okcouriteind services

offered by the community educaokilon project, the increased level of-inter-

agency coop eration found as the project ages,"and finally in the manner in

which the community educatio i program becomes an integrated part' of the

local community. Further ev dence for its "open" nature is offered by the

wide variety of people invol ed in the program. People of-all ages,

occupational backgrounds, religious and ethnic groups are integral to all

three projects.

The role of citizens in an idealized community education model has

been described as one where citizen involvement in decision making And

community problem-solving is

.three projects studied there

aprescribed component (Minzey, 1974). In the

were few, if any, indications that citizens

frov the community were playing any significant role in the management of

- 31-
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those programs beyond providing input to_the staff on the need for certain

programs and services. Decision' making and problem solving was for the mast

- part left to the community education staff.

In each of the community education projects when people were asked

what-changes they would recommend, only eight (8) or 7% of those°

interviewed made any significant suggested changes in the area of demo-
.

Cratic process. The remainder of the suggestions made dealt with programs,°

services and structure. Thih factor leads the researchers to conclude that

citizens in each of those three communities were relatively comfortable

with' their present level of participation. From this point rises the

questiori, ".Is democratic process in community education a goal held by

,community education theorist and practitioners, but not one' shared by the

general citizenry?" It would appear that further research is needed'to

'ascertain what expectations citizens hold for their role in community .

education.

As pointed out earlier in this report it is unrealistic to expect
*11104.

,
that a bureaucracy,,such as the public schools, can foster thf development

of a democratic process in which citizens are empowered to act on their
.

own accord. While the principles espoused in advocating a democratic

process are worthy, they are inconsistent with the existing parameters of our

society and the institutions which servt

All of this is not to indicate that.the produot of community eduoati2/

.a.

is bad. Indeed, the opening of a bureaucratic system to more 'efifectively

accommodate the needs of the'community is. a major accomplishment. The

researchers recommend that *future efforts in community education be'directed

at further openingjhe systems in which they exist. Those efforts would

include (1) increasing the dialogue between the citizenry and the

It
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institutions which serve them, (2) increasing t1e interaction between

institutions within the system, and (3) developing programs which Serve

a broad base of the population.

In addition, the researchers recommend the development of the

community educator / roleole as one who is actively involved in:.

(1) assisting the citizenry in determining need6,

(2) gathering information 4boutexisting resources,

(3) linking citizens in need of services with appropriate
programs, and

(4),Ikklping citizens to assess theAmpact of programs
on their environment.

It is felt that this role for the community educatorwill relieve some

pressures and anxieties currently incumbent with the unrealistic expe*Lation

of being able to institute a democtatic process within a bureaucracy which

'5=1' has no real desire Co see that process develop. In other words, the role

of the community educator becomes one of high activity, a viable community

resource.

As a point in fact the emphasis on democratic procedt as a major element

of community education may be providing a significant stumbling block to the

progress of the-c =unity education movement. This block occurs when

decision makers within the system (i.e., superintendents, principals,

agency heads, etc.) are threatened by the notion of empowering citizens

to assist in decision making Or even become involved in controversial

issues.

.

By adopting the goal of developing an open bureaucracy, community edur

cation can accomplish a great deal in terms" of improving the quality of

services and life in any community. This is not to mean that the goal of

a self-actualized community with a highiy developed democratic process is not



a creditable cred_itiqe-a6'4E is,- community edticators 'need to
. -, .

be content Withm_Wcing chahge$,within the system which are designed .tot

open up the bureaucratic proeeis, rather than struggle to achieve-the

. _
. _

unattainable goal of a pyrely participatory democracy.. -

-.- .

9
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Recommendations for Future Study` .

v

-t
The following areas of needed

.

future research have developed as a,-,
, .

result 'of this study.:

.

(1) ,Further studies should begconducted ,to determine whethercom-
, 6

.

.
.. do

,

'munity education, in fact, tends.to.open up abureaucratic prckess or if

institutions initiating community education alre ady are characterized by

an open bureaucratic process. .

:4

41.
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(2) Studies need. to be conducted on the 'effect that communitY.edu-
.

cation has on creating an open bureaucratic process in institutions and

community agencies other than the public( schools.

(3) 'Since'the scope of this inveStigatiq.was limited to rural,

settings further study of urban areas is needed to see'if'the same

conditions exist.

'(4) Community education should be encouraged to search for appropriate

'research methodology drawn from other fields of study. '

(5) Further studies are needed to explot.e in greaterodepth the

bureaucracy of the school system (and other community service agencies) and
.

how the community educator's role relates to that 1preaticracy.

O
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INTERVIEW SCI!EDULE

Community Education Survey

Community eit

Name of Respondent
Sex

1. What role do you fill in the cOmmunity education project?

2. Number of years associated with this community education project?

t ,

3. Have you ever been associated with a community education program
before? ..4..

: -

Ye 4 No
4'

f .4)

C
'I.

Plf so, where?.
. 1, *

."%';When?
.

,
,

.

yeard
I ,

. .

4. tIhat are yotir_spd,cific duties in the oommunitx education4rogram?

-List several specific things that you do (student, adviso4y,'
!

counCil, etc.). .,

..

.11

5. Is your Work in community education your primary occupat.on?

Ye? .No

If not, what is your ocSupation?

,11.411,141414.414..!...*.



-2-
e a

. .

,.

-!--1 .....'

6. Who are the people that you work vithmost frequently. in the community"; ""'

efipcation program?

7.. How much time, per week do you spend in preparation for ybur community
education activities? .

-

hOurs

C. How much time do you spend in partic pation in community education
activities?

hoprs

9. What programs in the community education project in this community
are most popular?

, .

00, 4'
10., Which programs are lost useful to the individdal people in the

'conmiunity
44 -4...

4r \_
, '. .
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11. Which programs are most useful to the community?

12. Do you feel that community
schtio.1?

Positive or

cacton has had a -impact on *27\

N gative

13. Is there any relationship between the community education advising
councils and*other decision-melting groups such as the school board
or county government?

Yes No

If yes, which agencies?

A

)s



14. Are there areas of conflict
education prograilnd other
the,community? If s9,-.11*\

Agency

-4-

between services offered by the community
agencies (recreational, health, etc.) in
the agency and the program.

Community Education Program

4

15. Who are the people who have the most to do with the operataon'of the
community education program?

140

16. How often do youmeet with the coordinator/director of the community
education program?

daily

'several times a week

weekly

several times a month

monthly

less than once a month

never,.
5

ig
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17. How often do you wcrk'with other peopla in the community education
program? Specify pith whom you work (say class, if,class).

ti

daily

several times
a week

weekly

several times
a month.

monthly

less than a
month

'44

a

0

18. What area of the community education program works the best?

19. What areas of the community education program need improvement?

4
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Site A

I. General Description).

Site A is a small community education program in a rural
county with a small population. The project county'is in an
extremely mountainous area. Travel is difficult any time of
the year,.with a travel time of at least 30 minutes between
the few small towns in the county. It is a typical Appalachain

rural county. '

The community education project has only one staff member
who is under the adult education director in the school system
organizational chart. The director is in charge of all programs.
The project includes classes in arts and crafts,. emergency medical
training and various sports acti-qties.

II. Structure of the Program

There is,only one advisory council for the project, and its
members are scattered over a wide area. The council acts as
advisory to the 'director, but on an individual basis. Zt does
not behdve as an active group of directors. The director relates
to the adult education director, the principals of several elementary
schools and the high school, and the superintendents as the'"Core
group" of advisors. The project is viewed as a regular part of

. the school system. Five elementary schools and one high sck21pre
part of the project.

III. Open Structure

While this project has not developed the openness ofthe other
projects studied - note the-major advisors to. the director are
school personnel - there are clear signs that it is becomming more
responsive to the larger community. Ties have been established
with the extension agent's office. Students come from all geographic ,

and social areas of the county and there are a wide range of courses.
Emergency medical training and' a crafts falr are its most popular

programs.

IV. Relationships

.

The pre-bureaucratic nature of the project is emphasized by
the lack of reciprocal relationsamongthe people involved. It is

pre-bureaucratic because, as can be seen in!chart 5 of the main
report, the director is the center of the project. There are no
offices, no division of labor, no staff:- The director is
reciprocally related to a number of discrete people.,-

' V. Programs,

This is a new system. It is making clear inroads in community.
involvement by offering widely popular programs. The'emergency
medical training,,dance;.and arts and crafts classes are the most
popular. Th? prOjeot.has not been in place long enough for the
working relations between adult education and community education.

45
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The developmental stage of this project is too unclear to perceive
a clear direction for the future.

VI. How the Program is Seen by the Community
,

A

The project is seen by the community has having great potential.
The use of the schools, the types of classes and activities are6

positively viewed by community members. The project is too new to
receive negative criticism. None was given. Perhaps, the best
summary statement is provided by a respondent who said, "If it keeps
growing the way it is, they'll have to add to the school building."

VII. Researcher's Over-All Evaluation

This is the faost'difficult evaluation to make of the three
'projects because it.is the youngest. After two full years of
operation,.there are programs and activities in five schools and
there is broad participa*on in the program. The director's major
goal now is to'establish a group of people to help in the administrar
tion of the project. The advisory council has not coalesced as a
group, but each member acts as an advisor to the director. As a
young,program, this project is off to an excellent start.

4
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SITE B

I. General Description

Site Bis a large community education project located i a 9ry
large rural country. There are significant differences in th vatious
geographic and social regions of the country. One part of the county
is a resort area. The rest of the county 1s a typical southern county.
The community education project consists of a senior coordinator, an
assistant coordinator and three directors. Each director is in charge
of a region of the county. The coordinator is a member of the
Superintendent's staff.

The project runs in excess of 120 classes, with an enrollment of
over'12,000 students. In the resort area, the classes tend to be .

arts and crafts, in the rural areas, trade classes and ieneral educa-
tion classes axe popular.

II. Structure of the Program

Each director has an advisory council. In no case dild the
advisory council or its members form the "core group" involed in
the direction of the community education program.. The.staff of the

.

project (coordinators and directors) are clearly in charge from bOth
the public's and superintendent's point of view. The school system
measures the success of the project in terms of the number and 4

variety of programs. The same is true of the community education
staff and the instructors and students. The advisory councils meet
only irregularly (one had not met in over a year). Planningande*
coordination are both a function of the staff. Each director had
programs in four to five schools.

III. open Structure

. This is perhaps,the most open of all projects studied. Instructors
and students range from people with a high school degree to people with
graduate degrees., Prograins range across'a.number of topics: bread
making, art, music, clerical training, judo, automobile repair, welding,
and general education. No program emerges as the most popular because
ot, the wide diVersity of the student population. The project is
committed to meeting any needs identified. It is aperfect example
of an open bureaucratT- a strong response to any need.

IV. Relationships

The bureaucratic nature of the project is emphasized by.the lack
of reciprocal relations among people involved. The staff is named
often, but among others are named only once or twice. This indicates
a strong central authority meeting a wide variety pf needs. (See
Chart 6 in the 'main body of the report.)

V. Programs

A clear indication of the openness of the system is that no pro-
gram is clearly the most popular or the most useful to individuals or
the community: -As.different people were interviewed, different pro- 444,
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grams were named. The only differences in .choice of popular or
important prograis were in the resort versus the rural areas of
the county. The resort area programs were more "intellectually"
directed - reading groups, arts and crafts - while the rural area
programs were generally more practical skill oriented.. The per-
sonalities of the directors, by the way, seemed to reflecE these
differences.

VI. How the Program is Setn by the Community.

In general and in specific, the project received positive feed-
back from the community. While most respondents viewed the project
from their particular location irk it,"they were aware of the
county-wide project. The only complaint dealt withthe absence of
particular progYams, a lack ,of administrative response and remarks .

about the behavior of some of the st\idents. Positively, respondents
saw the programs as a viable part of community life, filling an -

important void.' Most respondents felt the project would grow.

VII. Researchet's Overalf:Evaluation

Site B is by far the most visably active program studied. It

receives very high marks in the knowledgeothat the participants haye
about communitypeducation. .The directors are capable of generating
classes to fit. the needs of the various segments of the county's
population. 'RelatiOnships to tile school, system, to other agencies,

.,and to the local schools are excellent. The staff is large 'enough

' to relate wilt to adult edtcation, remedial reading. programs and to
special educatipn programd. The community education program at

. site B is well integrated into both the school syst- an.

community. It is a bridge dcroSs which mean: good things happy for

both.
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IV

Site C

I. General Description
A

%

Site C is a rurk county in the Piedmont region of a Southern
state. The program is twelve years old. This project is the only

one to have been in existence prior to the development of the "proceis"

concept. It is dominated by a fairly large town with a community

college.
. /

The project has a director and four area coordinators in four

schools. Each coprdinator has an advisory council. The coordinators

act as "night principals" in the schools. The advisory councils meet

regularly'and seem to represent the population of the area served by

the school. As in thesprbject in Site B, the programs are varied

, with a large student enrollment.

,114

II. Strulure of the Program

As rioted there are five abisory council's, five coordinators
and a director in this project. The councils act as advisory, but

not as policy setting groups. By in.large, they act as sounding

boards, to solve fairly technical problems. 'The coordinators each
6 are in charge of the programoin a single school (they are sometimes

called "night principals"). the director serves all five schools

and serves as the liason between the project, the school suPerinten,'

dent, the community college and various community agencies.

a

Open Structure

This project has developed in over 10 years as the most
effectively open of the three, particularly at the upper level.
The advisory councils are active in the technical divisions of the

program in each school, but most important is the linkage to the

community college. The President of the college sees the project
as part of the,collve's mission and offers it the college's-full

support. The flow 'of talent and material is excellent between the

project and the college.

IV. Relationships

. The project is a bureaucratic structure, but an open one,as
evidenced by the reciprocal links between the director of the
project and the college president. Despite several important
reciprocal linkages, most relationships between participants are

unilateral. A clear sign, that this program is bureaucratic.'

V. Programs

This is the oldeit of the three projects'studied: It, there- ,

fore, has the most settled set of programs offered. Arts, crafts,

sports and general education classes Have been oped and have

been ofiered continuously for a number of year . Vocational courses

are offered as requested. Constant, program-en ancement is part of

the coordinators' maimfforts.
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VI. How the Program is Seen by the Communit4

In the other two piojects studied, there was a senseof
excitement and growth concerning community education. In this
program, there issmore a sense of satisfied achievement othe
part'of the Terticipants. An excellent program is in opergtion
and they knot it. While the expectation is that the program will
be innovative, the largest number of participants see it as an

. integral part of community life. Its programs are normal .

expectations, not major challenges to be met. In short, this
is viewed as a mature project.

VII.' -Researcher's Over-All Evaluation

If all community education projects were as healthy s),as thi
one after a decade of operation, the concept of community educa
would be a overwhelming success. The importance of a bureaucra
structure is best emphasized by this prOject.- While it is staifed
by active and competent professionals, the programs could'survive
on their own.
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